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LLNL Geothermal Energy Program
Progress Report, 1996
Theenclosed summaries describe the primary ublished results of the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratoq Geot{ ermal Program in1996. The
LLNL Geothermal Program performs research for the United States
De artrnentof Ener
Geothermal Research Program and for the Idaho Office
of L eDepartrnento Y Energy.
Ourpurpose isto carry out and document research that the US Geothermal
Industry recognizes as reducing the cost orincreasin
the effectivenessof
geothermal exploration or reservoir develo ment. 1%e ultimate goal of this
research is to increase the use ofgeotherma F energy, which ia a relatively
inexpensive source of energy that produce very low CO emissions. We solve
~eoph sical, petrophysical and geochemical problems re?ated to reservoir
ldenti ?ication, characterization and utilization. We car out projects in
cooperation with the members of the US Geothermal x dustry, who provide
us with samples, 10 “ tic and field support, and shared data needed to
accomplish our stuY ies.
Efforts during this year have included studies in several technical areas:
Inte~ated Geoph sical studies of Geothermal Systems. We have
anticipated with i rans-Pacific Geothermal in a study of the El Hoyoh onte Galan geothermal prospect in Nicara~a. Our role in this
pro”ect has been to ~articl ate in an international seismic effort to
un c1erstand seismiclty in & “s volcanic area. In addition, we participated
in a review of geophysical and geological data from the Carson Sink
Geothermal Area and a seismic velocity and attenuation model of the
SE Geysers Field.
Use of mechanical and electrical properties to lace constraints on fluid
saturation and fracture locations m geotherma r fields. This work was
done in the LLNL Petrophysics Lab and at New England Research. We
completed studies of electrical resistivi~ and X-ray imaging of core
from The Geysers well SB-15D. In addition, we tested and calibrated a
lon -spacing EM logging tool, and performed calculations regardin the
per Formance of Electrical Resistance Tomography for monitoring f?uid
rejection.
Geochemical and isotopic studies of granite-hosted geothermal
systems; and development of a well-logging database for eothermal
s stems. We have used Accelerator Mass Spectroscopy an 5
(2’eochemical modelin to stud water-rock interactions at Coso, Tiwi
and Dixie Valley Geo &&
ermal lelds.
Power Plant Operations and Maintenance. We have initiated studies of
the reduction of the costs of H2S abatement at The Geysers, and are
evaluating continuous infrared spectral monitoring to determine H2S
emissions from cooling towers.
This work has been funded by the Geothermal Research Program of the US
Department of Energy.
.

The following summaries can be found in this report
Geochemical studies of geothermal systems - C.J. Bruton, G.J. Nimz
X-Ray visualization of capillarity effects in preserved core from the
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Geochemical studies of geothermal systems
Carol J. Bruton, Gregory J. Nimz
KEY WORDS
geochemistry, ~C1/Cl, isotopes, geochemical simulations, Coso, Tiwi, scale
PROJECT BACKGROUND AND STATUS
This project commenced in the latter half of FY1996 to apply established LLNL
expertise in geochemistry, especially geochemical simulations of fluid-rock
interactions and isotopic measurements using accelerator mass spectrometry,
to exploration and development issues in the geothermal industry.
PROJECI’ OBJECTIVES
Work is currently proceeding in three areas: a) using ~C1/Cl isotopic
compositions in the Coso geothermal field in California as a dia@ostic tool
for characterizing hydrologic systems; b) using computer simulations to
evaluate the physical and chemical conditions controlling alteration
mineralogy in the Tiwi geothermal field, Philippines; c) using geochemical
analysis to determine causes of scale formation and chemical consequences of
fluid mixing and injection in the Dixie Valley geothermal field; Nevada.
Technical
“
●

●

Objectives

Define the hydrologic system and host rock i.kteractions at Coso over time
using isotopic compositions, ”such as sGC1/Cl,as diagnostic tools.
Constrain the physical and chemical evolution of the Tiwi geothermal.
field using geochemical modeling simulations of fluid-rock interactions.
Identify causes of scaling problems, and evaluate potential for adverse
reactions resulting from fluid mixing and injection at Dixie Valley.
Develop potential solutiims.
,.

Expected

Outcomes

“ Characterize the hydrologic structure of geothermal systems, determine
the ages and origins of geothermal waters, and differentiate among
potential sources of solutes in geothermal waters through the use of
isotopes.
●

Better locate geothermal wells by: 1) assessing the importance of specific
mineral associations as mineral geothermometers and permeability
indicators; 2) predicting fluid compositions; and 3) understanding the
3

chemical evolution of geothermal systems in volcanic terrains through
the use of geochemical simulations.
.

Determine causes of observed scale formation, and identify means of
controlling scale formation. Evaluate potential for adverse fluid-fluid and
fluid-rock interactions during surface mixing of fluids and subsequent
injection into the reservoir.

APPROACH
Two approaches are being taken. First, we are applying relatively new
techniques for accelerator mass spectrometry
to measure isotopes such as
,.
sGC1/Clin geothermal systems. Accelerator mass spectrometry is used to
accurately measure low abundance natural or anthropogenic isotopes on
small samples. Acquired data are being used to better understand the
hydrology of. geothermal systems and the fluid-rock interactions that occur
throughout the evolution of the system.
Second, we are applying geochemical computer simulations of fluid-rock
interactions in order to better understand the relationships between fluid
chemistry and mineral alteration in geothermal systems. Geochemical
analysis is also being used to simulate the formation of precipitates during
fluid mixing.
RESEARCH RESULTS
sGC1/Clratios have been measured in the Coso geothermal system. Results
were used to evaluate the source and residence time of the chlorine, the
timing of its input, and potential sources of the thermal water.
The source of the reservoir fluids in the Tiwi geothermal field and the
chemical and physical processes responsible for producing observed vein
parageneses were evaluated using the React geochemical modeling code
(Bethke, 1996) and representative water samples from corehole Matalibong-25
(Mat-25). The degrees of mineral saturation in Mat-25 fluids suggest thati (a)
illite would be actively precipitating from Mat-25 water; (b) K-feldspar, quartz
and wairakite would be stable with respect to the fluid (i.e. unreactive if
present); and (c) epidote, calcite, anhydrite and albite would be unstable in
contact with the fluid (i.e. dissolving if present).
Quartz equilibrium suggests a downhole temperature of 2600C in corehole
Mat-25, whereas K-feldspar equilibrium suggests a temperature of about
2660C. The proximity of a number of minerals to equilibrium suggesfs that
small variations in water chemistry, temperature or pressure could produce
changes in the mineral assemblage. Therefore, limited degrees of boiling or
cooling, for example, could generate different phase assemblages. Using the
.
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React code, we were able to simulate the effects of isothermal and isoenthalpic
boiling, conductive cooling and heating, and incorporation of condensed
steam, on fluids from the Matalibong area at Tiwi. Predicted mineral
stabilities were then used to identify key mineral indicators for each process.
Table 1 summarizes our results.
Calcite and anhydrite precipitation were favored by conductive heating, while
illite precipitation was favored when condensed steam was added to the
reservoir fluid. Reconstructed downhole fluids from borehole Mat-25 are
acidic, and are consistent with the presence of illite as the latest alteration
mineral in veins. The processes of isothermal and isoenthalpic boiling could
be differentiated from conductive cooling by the presence of epidote and/or
calcite during boiling, and illite during cooling. Both boiling and cooling
favored precipitation of quartz, K-feldspar, wairakite and pyrite. Ratios of Na,
Cl and Br in waters from the Matalibong area relative to seawater indicate a
significant component of seawater in reservoir fluids.
Petrologic observations from Tiwi (Moore et al., 1997) agree well with
simulation results. Our findings enable us to use more effectively mineral
associations documented, in core as indicators of the physical and chemical
processes operative in geothermal systems over time.
Work on the scaling and fluid injection project at the Dixie Valley
geothermal field commenced with the thermodynamic reconstruction of
fluid chemistry under operating and subsurface conditions using chemical
analyses provided by Dr. Fraser Goff at Los Alamos National Laboratory.

FUTURE PLANS
We plan to investigate several other isotopic systems that might be extremely
useful at Coso. For example, 87/%r can be used for tracing solute origins and
reactions, and z34@flJ can be used for dating the time at which the water
became thermal. We also plan to measure SGC1,1291,and perhaps lAC in
Awibenkok waters in collaboration with UNOCAL.
We will explore more fully the relationships at
mineral chemistry and the processes of boiling,
mixing, especially with respect to seawater. We
variations in mineral composition, and account
variations and the stability of sulfides.

Tiwi among fluid and
heating, cooling and fluid
will measure and provide for
more fully for redox

Work on the Dixie Valley project will continue with simulations of the
mixing of fluid streams and fluid-rock interactions during injection into the
reservoir to define conditions causing adverse reactions, such as scale
.
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formation. This information can then be used to devise means of limiting
adverse interactions.
INDUSTRY INTEREST AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
C@ anization

Unocal Geothermal and
Power Operations

Xw ~d Extentof Interest
relations between fluids and
alteration minerals at Tiwi

California Energy Company

W1/Cl isotopic study at Coso

Oxbow Power Services, Inc.

scale formation and fluid
injection at Dixie Valley
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Table 1. Summary of tendency for mineral preapitation from Mat-25 water
accompanying boiling, cooling, heating and addition of condensed
steam. “X denotes a tendency for, precipitation; a blank denotes no
impact or tendency for dissolution. “deer.” and “incr.~’ refer to
decreasing and increasing, respectively. Cond. cool = conductive
cooling; IsoH and- IsoT boil = isoenthalpic and isothermal boiling,
respectively; Addtn. of gases = addition of condensed steam; Cond. heat
= conductive heating.’
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X-RAY VISUALIZATION OF CAPILLARITY EFFECTS
CORE FROM THE GEYSERS

IN PRESERVED

B.P. Bonner, J.J. Roberts and D. J. Schneberk
ExperimentalGeophysicsGroup MS L-201
LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory
LivermoreCA 94550
KEY WORDS
The Geysers, porosity,permeability,capiikuity,watercontent,core analysis,physical
properties
BACKGROUND AND STATUS
Understandingof the transportandstorageof aqueousfluidsare of fundamental
importanceto optimalmanagementof anygeothermalresource. Decliningsteampressures
at The Geysersprovidesparticularmotivationfor obtainingmorexeliableestimatesof “water
content.tosupplementinfenmcesfrom modelsof reservoirperformance. The scientific
corehole, SB-15D, was drilledto completion in September1994 in the centralGeysers,
nearthe site of the abandonedGeysersresort. It was acknowledgedduringthe planningof
thisproject that x-ray imagingmethodsthenavailabledidnothavesufficientsensitivityor
resolutionto determinewatercontentin tiks withlow porositiestypicalof Geysers matrix
graywackeand argillite. Based on successin otherdifilcultsituations,it was decidedto
attemptapplicationof highenergyimagingmethodsdevelopedfor specialpurpose
industrialimagingto theproblemof detectingfluidin preservedmm. Accomplishments
havebeen describedin the seriesof papersby Bonner, Robertsandcolleaguesreferenced
below, andanalysisof Geysersdatawill be completedthis year. This approachextends
andsupplementsthe primarywatercontentmeasurement(NuclearMagneticResonance)for
a single depth,usingcore retrievedunderpressureby Withjack andDurham,( 1994).
OBJECTIVES
Obtainingdirectmeasurementsof watercontentanddistributionwas a primarygoal of The
GeysersCoringProject. Previousattemptsto determinewatercontentfrom Geysers core
werenot satisfactory,becauseof measurementartifactsandheterogeneousporositywhich
scales withcore size. Newmethodshadto be developedto obtainusefulwatersaturation
data.
Technical Objectives
● Obtain improvedestimatesof watercontentanddistribution
for the segmentsof core
preservedat the SB-15D site.
● Investigate the relativeimportanceof Darcyflow, capillarityandvaporphasediffusionin
fluid transport from prompt scans of preserved core.

“ Evaluatecore preservationmethodsandx-raycomputedtomographyfor effec-tivenessin
obtainingreliablehydrologicandgeologicalpropertiesfor geothermalrocks.
Expected Outcomes
.
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● Extensions of NMR measurements of water content from a single pressurized core to
other depths by analysis of x-ray attenuation for preserved core.

●

New constraints on reservoir performance and lifetime at The Geysers.

APPROACH
A triple tube coring systemwasusedsuccessfullyto recoverpreservedcore withminimum
disturbanceof the in-situwatercontentanddistribution.X-ray computedtomographswere
madepromptlyto mapthreedimension x-rayattenuationin thejacketedcore with
resolutionof- 100 micrometers. A highenergythirdgenerationscanningsystemwas
necessarytopenetratethe aluminumcoringtubeandlargediametersamples. These data
werethenusedto infer watercontentandtransportmechanismsat in-situconditions.
RESEARCH RESULTS
A radial reconstructionof x-ray attenuationrelativeto air for COEfrom918 ft. in SB-15D
is presentedin Figure 1. This imageis one of a series takenduring a promptscan done
within72 hrs. of drillingandis plottedas a negativewithdarkerareasindicatinghigher
attenuationanddensity. The thinringaroundthe core is the aluminumcoringtube. The
correspondingprofdeplottedbelow spansapproximatelya core diameter,-3.4 in. The
profile showshigherx-rayattenuationnearthe core edges. Althoughthe detailsof
attenuationimagessuchas thesefromvarioussamplesare clearlysampledependent,
~promptscans fromdepthsthroughoutthe coreholeconsistentlyshow higherattenuationin
an annulusnearthe core edge.Highattenuationnearthecore edgesis consistentwithfluid
intrusionduringdrilling,andcannotbe explainedby anyotherplausiblemechanism.
The characteristic profileshapeseen in promptscans (Figure2aj is lost whencore is dried
slowlyfor a periodof severalweeks,as demonstratedin a scan takenof a slightlydifferent
sectionof the 918 ft cons A scan of the core driedto ambienthumidity(- 30%) which
implies a lowbutnon zero watercontentis shownas Figure2b. The left side of the profde
is typicalfor the drycase, showingconstantor decreasingattenuationnearthecore edge.
The right sideis unusual,showinga stepchangeassociatedwitha dryfracture--thesudden
dropin attenuation--andchangein lithology.The last profile,Figure2c, was takenin a
nearbyregiontier the samplewasbacktllledwithwaterfollowingvacuumevacuation.
Saturationin this case wasprobablygreaterthan90%. The profileshownis characteristic
of the backfilledsample.The attenuationhas becomehigheron average(Robertset al.,
1996), but moreimportantly for wmparison with the prompt yam, shows a decreaqe near
the edges of the core. Although care was taken to minimize drying of the backfiied sample
before and during scanning, some dryout apparently occurred, pro@cing lower attenuation
near the core edges. It is particularly significant to note that this did not occur at the drill
site because air trapped in the sealing opxation saturatgd with water vapor as the core
cooled from reservoir to ambient temperature in the sealed tube. Core preservation
methods employed in the field generally prevented dryout (Huleri and Nielson, 1994), and
made it possible to observe profiles indicative of mud intrusion. Attenuation variability in
this core segment after backfdling indicates that porosity gradients exist on the core scale,
and may be indicative of graded beds in graywackes interbedded with metashales at this
depth..
Withjack and Durham, 1994, report results of a successful effort to recover pressurized
core near the end of coring (runs 69, 1423 ft and 88, 1600 ft) in SB- 15D. Core was
recovered, and then frozen to maintain water content and analyzed for water content and
mud contamination using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy and a tritium tracer.
9

Tritium contamination consistent with fluid infiltration was detected and correlated with
time of exposure to the drilling fluid for run 69, which was detained downhole for 24 hrs.
waiting for formation pressure to recover. NMR measurements for plugs from the center
of core from run 88, which was recovered rapidly, showed low water saturations estimated
to be from 3 to 13%. Independent measurements of pore size distribution for SB-15D
rocks indicate that pores smaller than 10 microns are common in these rocks. Both of these
observations are consistent with flow into the core driven by high capillary suctions in-situ.
X-ray CT results provide indirect evidence that low water saturations occur throughout the
cored interval in SB-15D. Attenuation profiles characteristic of imbibition of drilling fluid
occur to some degree in all of the prompt scans of preserved core, suggesting that strong ,
capillary suctions consistent with low saturations are common in rocks collected from an
area in The Geysers with a long production history.
FUTURE PLANS
Measurementsof porosity,anddryandbackfilledx-rayattenuationsfor selectedsegments
of SB-15D core wilIbe madeto determineif watersaturationgradientscan be detectedin
the prompt.scans. Samplescollectednearthelost circulationzone, a presumedsteamentry
duringproductionof SB-15, will be the mainfocus of study. X-ray CT scans of core horn
otherDOE “sponsored
coringprojectswillbe madeas neededto evaluategeologicaland
hydrological
properties.
INDUSTRY INTEREST AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Organization

Type of Interest

Cal Pine

reservoiroptimizationstrategies
reservoirhydrologicalproperties

Unocal
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Figore 1a. A radial slice mapping relative x-ray attenuation for SB-15 D COr’e,918 ft.
Darker shading indicates higher relative attenuation, consistent with imbiibition of drillinz
fluid. The scan was made promptly after drilling, within 72 hours.
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Figure lb?Relative x-ray attenuation for a typical diameter for the918 ft sample shown
above.
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Figure 2. Radial scans of x-ray attenuation for slightly different areas of the 918 ft. core
from SB-15D. Scan conditions were promptly after core recovery (a), after drying at
ambient humidity (b) and after vacuum evacuation and backfilling with water (c).
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FRACTURE MAPPING IN GEOTHERMAL FIELDS
WITH LONG-OFFSET INDUCTION LOGGING
Michael Wilt and Paul Kasameyer
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
Shinji Takasugi
Geothermal Energy Research and Development (GERD)
Ki Ha Lee and Marcelo Lippmann
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)
Toshihiro Uchida
New Energy and Industrial Technology Organization (NEDO)
KEY WORDS
borehole logging, fracture detection, electrical resistivity
PROJECT BACKGROUND AND STATUS
The mapping of producing fractures in a geothermal field is an extremely
important technical objective in field development. Locating, orienting, and
assessing producing fractures can guide drilling programs and optimize the
placement of production and injection wells. This results in fewer dry holes
and substantial cost savings in field development. In 1994, NEDO and GERD
desi~ed a long-offset borehole induction resistivity tool capable of surviving
the high temperatures (Sato et. al., 1996) encountered in geothermal wells.
This Multi-Frequency Array Induction Logging (MAIL) tool was then built by
an American contractor, Electromagnetic Instruments. Several characteristics
of this device make it ideal for detecting producing fractures. Whereas
commercial induction logging devices have source-receiver separations of 1
m, this tool has multiple sensors with separations up to 8 m, allowing for
deeper penetration and the ability to straddle fracture-induced washout zones
in boreholes. In addition, the tool’s three-component measurement capability
makes it possible to map the strike and inclination of nearby fractures and
other three-dimensional structures. This, in turn, allows for accurate
projection of these structures into the space between wells. This tool was
initially tested in the WD-1 well at the Kokkanda geothermal field in central
Japan in 1995. The tool was operated at temperatures in excess of 1900C at
depths exceeding 2.6 km (Sato et al., 1996; Uchida et al., 1996). This test was
designed to identify low-resistivity zones associated with through-going
fractures, and the results were only partially successful in this task. In order to
evaluate and demonstrate the value of this tool, we initiated a project in
.
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FY1996 to test it in the lab, in well-characterized wells, and in geothermal
systems.
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The objective of this project was to determine the feasibility of long-offset”
induction “logging for fracture mapping in geothermal systems.
Technical
●

Develop and test numerical models, of the response of
borehole induction logs, and calibrate the existing longoffset induction logging tool, MAIL, in geothermal
systems.

Expected
●“

Objectives

Outcomes

Long-offset induction logging could have significant
consequences for geothermal field development because
the orientation of producing fracture zones could
potentially be determined from these measurements; it
may also be possible to locate nearby producing zones.
from “near miss” exploration boreholes.

APPROACH
Our approach is to develop and test numerical models, work with GERD of
Japan to conduct, a series of field tests with their MAIL tool. From these
models and results, we can determine the feasibility of fracture mapping from
single-hole measurements and the effectiveness of the MAIL design.
Description

of the MAIL Tool

The MAIL tool was designed for high resolution mapping of the conductivity

structure in geothermal wells. A schematic drawing of the tool (Figure 1)
indicates that it has a multifrequmcy transmi~er section in one end and an
array of induction coil and fluxgate sensors distributed, throughout the rest of
the tool. Five vertically oriented induction coil sensors are spaced 4,5,6,7,
and 8 m from. the transmitter; two horizontal field sensors are situated at 7.5
m; and a three-component fluxgate magnetometer lies 3 m from the source.
The fluxgate magnetometers are used for tool orientation. The transmitter
may operate at 3, 12, 24, and 42 ldlz, but it is more powerful at the lower
frequencies.
Signal detection, synchronous stacking, and analog-to-digital (A/D) .
conversion are accomplished within the tool before transmission to a
personal computer (P~)-controlled surface station. Software on the PC is used
.
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to control the data collection sequence, apply calibration corrections, and
display and store results.
The tool has also been hardened for a high-temperature, high-pressure
environment. Special temperature-resistant polycarbonate materials house
the sensors, and a high-vacuum stainless-steel dewar protects electronic
components so that the tool can withstand downhole temperatures of 260”C
for up to 12 hours. This configuration makes the tool suitable for use in many
geothermal wells. An oil compensation system is used for pressure
maintenance to”depths of up to 4 km.
Several characteristics of this device make it ideal for detecting producing
fractures. The long source-receiver offsets of the induction Coii sensors make
it useful for detecting structure well away from the borehole. Typical
induction logging. devices have sourcc+receiver separations of 1 m, whereas
this device has separation up to 8 m allowing up to 10-m penetration into the
formation. In addition, many producing fractures in geothermal wells are
associated with washout and lost-circulation zones, thereby making
conventional (short-offset) logging ineffective. Long-offset sensors, which
easily s~addle such zones, are affected less by nearby well structure. In
addition, the multiple sensors and frequencies allow for building radially and
azimuthally varying images of the resistivity with depth. Finally, the threecomponent measurements also make it possible to map the strike and
inclination of fractures or other heterogeneities. This, in turn, allows for the
accurate projection of these structures into the space between wells.
Performance

Tests

We thoroughly tested and calibrated the logging tool in collaboration with the
manufacturer, Electromagnetic Instruments, Inc, (EMI) this process improved
the performance of the tool.
Then, a performance test of the tool was made at the Lost Hills oil field in
central California, where Mobil Exploration and Production U.S. operates a
shallow steam flood for enhanced oil recovery. Several steam injectors and
fiberglass-cased observation wells are available at this site for making
measurements. This site was chosen for its well-characterized structure and
the presence of a high-temperature zone near the observation well.
We deployed the tool in a fiberglass-cased observation well located 30 m from
a steam injector. The observation well has several nonuniform, hightemperature zones due to the recent steam flood in addition to evidence of a
high-conductivity zone adjacent to the well (probably pyrite from gas
evolution). In the past, we used this and a companion observation well for
crosshole electromagnetic studies that tracked the injected steam plume for
several years (wilt et al., 1995). We therefore have a good idea of the electrical
resistivity structure in the region between the boreholes.
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RESEARCH RESULTS
In Figure 2a, we show the commercial induction resistivity log from the
borehole collected immediately after drilling in .1992 and the MAIL 5-m offset
log from December 1996. The two responses are similar in the upper reaches
of the well but differ below 60 m, where the resistivity measured with the
MAIL tool is significantly less than the commercial log. This difference is
primarily due to the high-temperature zone in the borehole (in excess of
1300C) caused by the nearby steam injector. The replacement of insulating oil
with hot water and steam is consistent with the more than 50% reduction in
resistivity observed with the logs. The MAIL log is smoother than the older
induction log because of the longer source-receiver offsets.
In Figure 2b, we plot the horizontal field responses from the MAIL log in the
same borehole. Note that for a homogeneous or horizontally layered
medium, the horizontal fields from a single borehole logging device are zero.
These fields are nonzero only where the formation adjacent to the borehole is
heterogeneous. They may therefore indicate a fracture zone or a
nonsymmetrical structure, such as a steam zone. In this case, the horizontal
fields display a crossover anomaly with peaks corresponding to the
boundaries of the high-temperature zone. This structure is consistent with a
low-resistivity zone (steam plume) that is more pronounced east of the well,
or toward the steam injector. Note that these data have not been corrected for
tool rotation, which is necessary before the data can be interpreted.
FUTURE PLANS
We are presently fitting the field data with three-dimensional electrical
resistivity models to determine the geometry of the low-resistivity zones
adjacent with the wellbore. We will use two-dimensional data resistivity
models obtained from crosshole electromagnetic studies for the initial guess
models.
Within the next year, the data set collected will be further analyzed, and the
results will be published in a national journal. The tool is also scheduled for
future deployments at several geothermal fields worldwide. These include
test at the Los Alamos Fenton Hill site, the Geysers, and at an operating field
in Indonesia.
INDUSTRY INTEREST AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Orwmization

Tme and Extent of Interest

Unocal geothermal
is

Interested
useful for
detection.
advanced

marketing

in determining if tool
fracture or injection
Interested in
versions of tool.
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Reduction of operating and maintenance costs at geothermal power plants
Carol J. Bruton, Joseph Rard, Charles Stevens
KEY WORDS
operating and maintenance costs, H2S abatement, H2S stack emissions
PROJECT BACKGROUND AND STATUS
This project commenced in the latter half of FY1996 in response to the
economic necessity of reducing the costs of geothermal po-wer production,
especially in light of the effects of deregulation on the power generation
industry. To bridge the giip between national laboratory capabilities and
industry needs, we are identifying established expertise and technology to
help to reduce the chemical costs associated with operations and maintenance
of geothermal power plants. Initial work has been focused at The Geysers to
immediately address real-life problems, but our findings will be applicable to
other power plants as well.
Power plants at The Geysers must limit the release to the atmosphere of
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) that is contained in produced geothermal steam. We
initially focused on two problems related to that need: reduction of chemical
processbg costs and measurement of emissions. At present, Pacific Gas and”
Electric (PG&E) uses two major technologies to abate hydrogen sulfide (1)
oxidation using the iron-HEDTA complex, an iron chelate, and (2) use of the
Stretford process which involves oxidation using a vanadium oxide catalyst.
The first technology requires use of a fairly expensive chemical reagent, and
the second produces large amounts of an alkaline salt cake that contains
sulfur in a variety of chemical forms. PG&E is interested in finding less
expensive, alternate reagents for process 1, removing elemental sulfur from
the Stretford solutions (which has some market value), and destroying
thiosulfate ions present in these mixtures. Results obtained in this study will
be applicable to other geothermal fields with H2S problems.
There is presently no way to continuously monitor H2S emissions from
cooling towers to ensure air quality compliance and control the addition of
necessary H2S abatement chemical additives upstream. PG&E technicians
currently measure H2S emissions using portable analyzers at 36 sample
points per stack on a monthly basis, upon which iron chelate demand is
based.
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Reductions in chemical costs in power plants will be pursued regarding a)
improved chemical processes associated with H2S abatement techniques and
b) use of Cross Dispersive Infrared Spectrometry, a new type of infrared
22

optical technology developed for non-proliferation verification, to provide
accurate, reliable, continuous H2S measurements needed to continuously
monitor cooling tower emissions.
Technical
●

●

●

Objectives

determine the ‘mode of decomposition
of the Stretford solution upon
acidification;
seek improved ways of extracthig elemental sulfur from the
Stretford solutions; and seek ways of removing thiosulfate ions from these
solutions
seek less-expensive alternatives to the iron-HEDTA chelate oxidation
technology
demonstrate
the utility of continuous infrared spectral mcmitoring of H2S
emissions from cooling towers

Expected

Outcomes

Reduce the cost of iron chelate, the most expensive aspect of H2S
abatement at The Geysers. Replenishment of chelating agent costs PG&E
$4 million per year. PG&E currently uses a fixed amount of chelate and
cannot adapt for changing input fluid chemistries or variations in plant
operation.
c Real time monitoring for H2S stack emissions could save $300K per year
by allowing PG&E to adjust the tiount of chelating agent that has to be ,,
added to achieve balance with the H2S in solution.
●
,Development” of an tiproved method of removing unwanted sulfur
species from Stretford solutions would be equally applicable to 114
Stretford units used throughout the world that have similar problems.
.

APPROACH
At the present time, we are collaborating with personnel from PG&E who are
supplying us with information and fluid samples from The Geysers and
accompanying us on site visits to constrain our laboratory measurements and
experiments, and to properly design the spectrometer system according to onsite conditions.
RESEARCH RESULTS
We obtained fluid samples from PG&E of the effluent solutions from the two
currently used technologies for H2S abatement at The Geysers and
characterized their ionic and elemental composition. Results indicate that
much of the sulfur is present as sodium polysulfide, sulfate, and thiosulfate
ions in the Stretford solutions, and as sulfate, thiosulfate and other oxysulfur
ions in the iron chelate treated solutions. The presence of polysulfides and
the fact that most of the sulfur exists in this chemical form was of special
.
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interest, and will impact chemical treatments for H2S abatement. In
comparing different techniques for sulfur analysis, it was determined that the
iodometric titration method will not detect sulfate ion, nor elemental sulfur
at acidic pH.
Assessments of the application of infrared spectroscopy, discussions with
PG&E personnel and site visits suggest that direct line-of-sight measurements
of H2S through a cooling tower, although the most direct, may be problematic
owing to reduced transmissivity
through cooling tower “fog”. A mid-infrared
laser will be tested which may have improved transmission through fog:
Other options that are being considered include multiple sample ports located
inside the cooling towers that continuously withdraw vapors to a common
analysis location, and alternately, headspace analysis of the condensate just
before entering the cooling towers.
The continuous H2S monitor project is unique in that it is affected by
spectrometer availability. The proof of principal experiments will use an
existing remote sensing spectrometer and will have to be scheduled around
existing commitments
for that instrument.
FUTURE PLANS
We plan to complete the quantitative chemical analyses of the !%retford
and iron chelate effluent, determine the mode of decomposition of the
Stretford solution upon acidification, seek improved ways of extracting
elemental sulfur and thiosulfate ions from the Stretford solutions, and
identify less-expensive alternatives to the iron chelate oxidation technology.
We will measure the absorption of H2S in the laboratory to establish
measurement accuracy and fabricate an optical system that will allow us to
.measure headspace gases from the condensate pipe leading to the cooling
towers. We will conduct on-site experiments at The Geyser power plants that
will measure the H2S concentrations in the condensate stream at various
locations along the pipe leading to various cooling towers.
INDUSTRY INTEREST AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Ormnization
PG&E

T~ andExtent of Interest
H2S abatement techniques,
monitor

H2S emission
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ELECTRICAL

PROPERTIES OF ROCKS AT GEOTHERMAL-RESERVOIR
CONDITIONS
Al Duba, Jeffery J. Roberts, Brian P. Bonner

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O. BOX 808, Livermore, CA
94551
KEY WORDS: ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY, RESISTIVITY OF
SATURATED ROCKS, RESISTIVITY OF STEAM-SATURATED ROCKS
PROJECT

BACKGROUND AND STATUS

The electrical propertiesof reservoirrocks are importantfor the establishmentof a
databasefor interpretationof borehole data and surface EM measurementsand for the
informationthat can be obtainedxegardingthe physical and transportproperties of the
rocldwatersystem. We havemeasuredthe electricalpropertiesof greywackes, meta-shales
and argillites from Geysers corehole SB- MD at pressures up to 100 bars (confining
pressure) and temperaturesbetween20 ahd 150”C. Some of this work was reported at
workshops at Stanford and Santa Rosa (Roberts et al., 1996a,b) and published in the
proceedings of the Stanford Workshop (1996b).
The project started in FY 96 and should be completed in FY 98. We have collected
enough preliminary data on the electrical resistivity of these rocks as the pore fluid begins
to boil to design and modi~ the apparatus in order to make the necessary measurements
more accurately and efficiently.
PROJECI’ OBJECTIVES
The general objective of the project is to collect accurate data on the
electrical resistivity of geothermal rocks in a laboratory environment which
closely simulates that expected in the geothermal-reservoir environment.
Important parameters to control are pore pressure, confining pressure,
temperature and fluid salinity.
Technical

Objectives

Measure electrical resistivity of reservoir-fluid-saturated rocks as
steam is produced in laboratory simulations of reservoir conditions.
●

●
Construct a state-of-the-art system for control of pore pressure and
confining pressure while steam is being generated in a geothermalreservoir rock on which electrical resistivity measurements are being
made.

Determine the effect of pore-size distribution on boiling-point
elevation in these cores.
●

Expected

Outcome
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~

Laboratory data which permit delineation of steam-saturated,
geothermal-reservoir rocks f~om field surveys.
●

“ A better understanding of the effect of pore-size distribution on
boiling in geothermal-reservoir rocks.
APPROACH
Electrical resistance was measured on rock cores from borehole SB15-D
in the Geysers geothermal area to temperatures up to 150 “C and 10 Ml?a (100
bars). Resistance was measured as a function of temperature and pressure in
the water-saturated state initially. Then, resistance was measured as pressure
was decreased in order to induce to boiling, as indicated by a sudden increase
in resistance. Measurements were made with and without pore pressure
control. Electrical resistivity was calculated from the resistance and geometry
,“
of the core.
RESEARCH RESULTS
Pore Dresswe notexrdi itlv controlled
Increasing pressure h~d only a srr&ll effixt on the electrical resistivity for
measurements made at 20”C. An increase in pressure up to -90 bars increased the
resistivity only slightly, by -0.05 log units. Increasing temperate had a large effect on
the electrical resistivity of all samples. At a pressure of -10 bars, increasing temperature
Ikom 20 to 145°C resulted in a decmse in the electrical resistivity of nearly an order of
magnitude.
Lowering the pressure when the samples were at temperatures of -145°C produced
some interesting effects. Although the pore pressure was not controlled explicitly,
lowering the contlning pressure lowered the pore pressure enough so that the steam field
was entered. At 145°C the electrical resistivity increases by about 2 orders of magnitude as
confining pressure is decreased from 6 to 4 bars (Figure 1).
Pore pressure controlled.
One experiment was successfully run controlling pore pressure independently of
confting pressure. The duration of the experiment was about three months. This
particular sample was an argillite or metashale rather than a metagraywacke and it had a
porosity of 3.4%. Despite diffenmtkd pressures in excess of 15 bars, there was never
observable flow through the sample, even in the steam stability field, for periods up to
several days. This is consistent with the low matrix-permeability of 10-21mz (nano-Darcy)
reported for core from this hole (Persoff and Hulen, 1996). Figure 2 shows the resistivity
of the sample as a function of temperature at a confining pressure of -40 bars. Pore
pressure was controlled during this experiment. One end of the sample was held to a pore
pressure below 1 bar, which allowed boiling to occur at higher temperatures reached in the
experiment. As seen in the plot, the resistivity at 20”C is near 600 Qm, and reaches a
minimum of 100 f2m between 100 and 110”C. At higher temperatures the resistivity again
increases, due to the formation of steam. At 145°C the resistivity is nearly the same as at
20°C. An important point is that, in the absence of a system where fracture properties
dominate the electrical properties, care must be taken with the inversion and interpretation
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of field data since, within a narrow resistivity range, a transition from liquiddominated to
stearndominated conditions exists.
Figure 3 is a plot of the resistivity as a function of pore pressure at 147°C and a
confining pressure of 50.5 bars. Pressure was varied on the ‘downstream’ or low pore pressure end of the sample, while the pore pressure on the other end was held to -15.3
bars. Only the downstream pressure was varied because of the low permeability of the
sample. This plot shows an interesting trend of increasing resistivity with decreasing pore
pressure. At about 1.5 bars there is a change in slope. Further investigation is needed, but
this change in slope is probably caused by the f~st boiling to occur in the largest, most
accessible pores. One idea is that boiling may occur over a range of temperature because of
the higher surface tension, or suction potential, that exists in pores of smaller radii. This
probably accounts for the slope of the segment at lower pressure. This result is in basic
agreement with the experiment performed without explicit pore pressure control (Figure 1);
decreasing the pressure (confining pressure in Figure 1, pore pressure in Figure 3) causes a
l~ge increase in resistivity at high temperature as steam is allowed to form in the pores.
FUTURE PLANS
Data will be collected in a system where pore pressure and confining pressure
are servo-controlled to permit operation at constant pressure as the
temperature is cycled. Currently, this is achieved by manual adjustment,
which is laborious and time-consuming. In addition,. such adjustment makes
it difficult to study long-term changes in resistivity of the system.
INDUSTRY INTEREST AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Or?anization

The andExtent of Interest

Unocal Geothermal

Application of observations to geophysical studies

Unocal Geothermal

Elevation of boiling temperature by small pores

New England Research

Experimental apparatus and method
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INTERPRETATION OF FIELD SEEMIC OBSERVATIONS
AT THE GEYSERS GE~
MELD
IN THE CONTEXT OF LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
G. N. witnott
NewEngiandResearch, hlC.
KEY

WORDS

The Geysers, Velocities, Seismic, ~
NEGU-17, SB-15-D, The GeysersCoringProjX

Measurements, Tomography,
SatnratioL Frauures

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND STATUS
A number of field seismic studies have been perfoxmed at The Geysers, including
the work of OUmneU and Johnson [1991], Ronwo u d [1995] and Jidian et al
[i9%]. Much of the Work&=
xf=i at_
tho distribution Of saturation
within the reservoir, with intqmtations based lafgely on asmmptions that traditional
poro-elastic theodes apply. Here we -t
evidenee that calls into question the vaiidity of some of thm assumpdonsa Thc Geysers. We *
use of recent laboratory
measurementson msenmir matrix material to provide a eontcxt within which to cmicslly evaluate and intmpretthe field seismic data

PROJECToBJEcmm
Unexpted deeiine in steam prodmt.ion at The Geysors geothermal field has
high(ightodthe need fm bettertaihnology to chamtm& and monitor water content
within gcothoxmai reservoirs. Using a simple field soaiing model, Boiznott [19951
showed that satmtiori effects on the seismic wlocities of typical memoir materiai
could poten~y
cause SdSmiC MOdiCS
ObSfWd
by O’Ctmdl and Johnson [199]],

thus supporting the notion that field seismic meammmmts could be useful for reservoir characterization and monitoring. Howevor, the nmdeL in conjunction with kbora-

tory dabL suggests that the underlying physics causing the anomaly is not the typic-ally
assumed bulk modulus reduction with de--m
as predictd by pm-elastic theory,
but rather is meted in a slmu volwi~ indue to cl.mno-~c~
hadening of
the matrix in response to drying. Hem We extend this model to the three dimensional
Mupmtadons of observed
data-set ikom Rorttaw et d [NW, ml eritkdy mlanomalies fium other studiesas weiL

TECHNICALOBmc’1-mm
●

Formulate a model for intefp~on
tory data and inchdcs the effand faults.
I

●

Examine field scale inversionsof wltity hebm~ity
within The Geysers resen’oir
and critically evaluateinterptitions based on traditionalrook propertiesmodels.

liXPE~D

of field seismic data which makes use of laboraOf Oompliautfield scale f-turns such as joints

OUTCOMW

QImpmved interpretationof field seistic Qbscrvationsin geothenmd reservoirs.
QImproved design of fuNre field seismic Experiments for reservoir characteriz.afion and
monitoring.
33

~.

QAssessment and devaiopment of a methodology to inf& fkctum properk

(such as

1,

density and COXU@WC)
and water mtumthm Iium field seismic data.
APPROACE
Reedy

cdkcted

hboratoxy data on

mtrix material iiozn T&E @yStXS

(borcholcs NEGU-17 and SB-15-D) arc used to constrain interpretations of field
seismic vehcities within The Geysers resuvoir. Previous interpretations are critically
evaluated in the context of the laboratory data throngh tho two of a field-scaling model.
Three working hypodmcs are conaidcmdto explain the observations.
RESEARCE RESULTS
intocpm@das dbcting undorSatluatiom with these inhwpmtadons being based on pledicdons Ilom poro-elastic
theory. ’rhesointcrptadon
sarebased Or)thealgtmlmt thattho presonoo of an
inaxnpmsaiblc ffuid(i.~ liquidwateras opposedto steam)hcmascstho oEbctivobulk
modulusof the l%%scmoir,
thushmasing tie coqn=lioflal **.
[t followsthatin
alowporosity mservoirsuchasl’ho Gcysor&iftia!lOdi*
amcontrOllcdby wuiationsin saturadom oncshould=~
tosecaposidvo
cOrsWdOnbetweenVP and
Vp/Vs and 110correlation bctwml Vs and ~’#”.
Examination of three dimensional inwrsions of axnpssional and shear velocities do not seem to support such a conclusion. TIN lack of a OomMionbemenv’
anomalies and V’/V’s was nokd by Man et UL [N961 and Merpted to mflcct the
fact that lithologic variations wc.m masidng the Vp auomdy. They also appcaid to
Variadom m ei%ctive stress (due in part to dcplotion)as contibudng to the anomaiyin
hOWWWk tho cmof ~iK mode~ one ad
WM -*
-*II
piVf, and VP/V~ if presszue variations contdmto to the anonudios.
Low

(V’’/V~) mtios within The Geysers.havc b

TIE iuvcrsionresultsof Rumero et aL [19951 for the Nodhwest Geysers are
presented iftfigoml.
‘fhcreama~of~ms
to@ntou~Fii
there is little Correlation between VP and VP/V~. Sccon& a clear negative correlation
exhts between Vs and VPWS.M
the v~
~ vPl~s dcueass with depth but
them is no systematicchangein the awragevalw of Vp/VSwithdepth
‘W apparent V~ dominationof the Vp/Vssigaatmeis intriguingin iigbt of
with -OIL
h ~l&llE 2.
obsenmtions in hbom
S*
of shear W-g
hlbO~Ory
WhlES Of VP/V. for dry ~
Sati
-b
aro plotted a@lst VP and
Vs. Note how chmgcs m Vs with saturMm appear to dominate tie changes in VPIV’
for msny samples. This V’ domination of the V“/Vs variation is undemtood to refiect
a chemo-mcchzmidWeakening
of the shm mtiw * to * p~
of water.and
has been found to cormlti with ilk content within the samples (SOOBwitwrt [this
issue]). A modifiedBiot poro+ltic tlMXY[= B*ti
d B1996] pnxiictstic
observedeffecs iaciutmg the lack of corrdation between Vp/V’ and VP. l’bis MC of
comhtion
occurs because the shearmodulus reductionacts to mduccVP. coantoracting the increasein VP due to ‘Tliot stiffting”.
Althoughthe simil= patternsob-ti
in the Mmratmyand the fieldmightlead
oac to concluds that sa.twationeff=ts are musing the obsemd variations in Vp/Vs,
the iafermmc is clouded by the fact that field valw of velocities are coxasitily
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depths) than vfkitfes

obsfmed
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laboratory. This

the eilkcts of field scale wmpliant
“scaling prwbiem” is weIl undemtood to refkt
features (joints and faults) which act to reduce the vebehies, yet it makes it difkdt to
assess whether variatkms in matrix prqarties arc visible in tie ficfddata.
A field-sealing model has been implemented to provide a meaus to separate
matrix signal from the ei%cts of field-scale features. The model includes two parts, a
matrix model and a scaling model. The matrix model oonsists of a set of pamnctcrs
wfiicicnt to speci~ Vp and VS of the matrixunder both mtmated and dry conditions.

~emtiblcmtimp~kati=ofa~d
detaoritcan beaphysical
model such as the modilied13iotmodel&cussed in i%itnuu and R@ [1996J The
matrixcan reassumed tibeeither homogeneousorheterogeneous atthescaleofthc
field observations. ‘I’M sealing model follows that of Boibwfr [199Sl in order to
include the effkots of fkId scaIe compliant feataucs. 3M scaling model involves a set
of pammetms mfiiciont to ~
the two indepemkmtvariabbs (Kf and Gf ) which
encompassthe addedcomplianeesresultingfrom field scaie f?attuee.
Modelingmstdtsam diseusd in momdetailby Boiwtz and Kirkpdck [1997].
Anexarnple ofamodel shmdationisdwwn in Figure 3. Notethe similarcharacter
~thedata
(l?iil)
andtitil(Hp3).
Themodel in Flgm3, which
is to thoughtto be the simplestmodelWhidlmimicsthe data!roquhoaspatialYsriation
The redmtionin variationin
in the ratiOKf /G/and assumesa homogeneous-.
of
VpiVs with incmasingdopthis evwwtie
efftiof~mtie~
joints and fdts, and d= not +
auY SYS@* v~~on ~ Ky~Gf or _
density with depth. ThUSthe frati
pqcrdcs can bc assumed to be st-tally
umform throughout the reservoir.
The magnibde of the conekdkm between VS and VPIV$ cannot be eqhdned by
the variations in saturation of the matrix alone. Thus the correlation must mflec~ at
Ie=t in p- pmessee *On
the field*
fe~Ad~g sPa~ em
~
saturation of the matrix * ~Y to ~
the =ount Qf v~~on in ~f/Gy _
to matchthe k
In orderto pmchcethenegativecodation twween V~ and V’/V~
while maintaining no correlation between Vp and VP/V~, a negative eormlation
between wuiations in ~’ =d Gf mm* ~
~
ti~~
~ w~y
consistentwith the notion that kreases in Vp due to hwmaaesiII Kf with setumtion(i.e.
traditiomi 1)0-aStiC mecktks)
are miti@ed by decmawsremkingfiwna reduction in tit with saturadom Tlds reductionis anaiogousto the observed reduction in
the shear modulus of the matrixwiti satutadonO*
in the laberatmy. Such an
imcqretation offers an expltion
for VVhyobsm’d Vp/V$ anomaliesdo not eorreiate
witi VII enoxmda pointi.tlg@ @ at W@ a The G13y$e~ VP measurements alone
may not be hclpfW in mapping water content within b msavoir. matrixproperdea
fromproIle model provides a means with which to sop-e
perties
~ontrolldby fiekl S* f~.
It mggeW that obscwed variations in Vp are
dominated by variatim in fiachuo COU@=COanhr dcusi&. Havingeonstmhed
these fracture properties from the VP obsemations, one cad then make usc of V$ data
m umjuncth
with the VP inlerPdcu
to infer saturation (OI whatevcz is causing
the V<
. correlation with VP/V~). me model may be even more powerful in aiding
int.crprctaLkxlS
Of changes in Md scale velocitieswidI time, where it can be used to

Dfait01

help distinguish btiw~
i&Cncing
fieldsoalc f~

phenomena influencing malrix pmpertks from those
such as joints.

Other interpretations am ako plausible. FiksLit is possi%lothat errors in V~ estimates arc swamping any potential @@ d that the V~ and Vp/V~ anomalies are
largelythe rosuit of random cnur. Ilk issue is being studied in collaboration with
Ann Kirkpatrick at LBNL Stxmn4 tdsotqy
in McOXreorientations may be another
physical znechanism through which to produce the negative correlation between variations in Kf and Gf, This is being explored through an extension of tho field scaling
modei to inchxte anktmpy and will also be aided by planned shear-wave splitting stndics at ‘l%eGeysers by Jose RM at UNCL
FUTURE PLANS

cxpdmcnts are underway

of shear weakening
at low flqanoies (quasi-static) as anpamd to U@ MerKedfrom Ullramnic velocities.
Other field &a%ets am being @O=i to vdkfate the obsemadtms, test to assure that
the apparent VSdomination of VplVs is not an atifact of the inversion pnnd to
extend the field scalingmodd to inoitadethe Mkcts of mimtmpicjoixttandfiwlt dktibutions.
Laboratory

to eonstdn the amount
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